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Abstract— Smart-phones have become a necessity for our 

daily life because they empower people with wide-range of 

applications and utility. New smart-phone technology like 

Apple iPhone and Google Android phones allowed the 

developers to design and develop applications which were 

previously unmanageable. Even though these phones are 

equipped with high-speed processor, RAM and a wide range 

of sensors which can be used for internet, gaming and other 

multimedia applications and multitasking. Most mid-

configured android phones lag while running a 3D game or a 

similar application because the local resources are not 

sufficient to completely bear the load of application. In most 

cases running such applications even drains the battery very 

fast. A promising solution to this problem is computation 

offload. If an application (considering image processing 

android based application) on a smart-phone requires some 

intensive computation, which intern require large portion of 

the resources reserved, it makes sense to shift the load of 

image processing to some remote-severs. Cloud computing 

allows new services to roll out with a minimal fixed 

investment and a usage-proportional operational cost. In this 

project we present a simple implementation of computation 

offload for image-processing based android application 

which divides the computations into light-weight and heavy-

weight, where the light-weight computations are processed 

using the local resources of the phone and the heavy-weight 

computations are offloaded to a cloud server. The result of 

the computation offloaded from phone is retrived from the 

cloud server and is combined with the results of the local 

computations (light-weight computations) to deliver the final 

result of overall computation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Smart-phones are not just phones today but portable 

computation system which is similar to that of any other 

general purpose computer. The computation ability of the 

mobile-phones is increasing day by day. Mobile phones are 

not only used to make telephone-calls but also to stay 

connected through high speed internet at the social 

networking websites, play high-definition 3D games, 

Record HD video, capturing and editing high resolution 

images, etc. To do such complex tasks the phone is provided 

with a dedicated operating system like Android to manage 

the applications and resources of the system. The major 

problem is limited amount of power and local-resources. 

Excess usage of the resources like playing games, watching 

movies, may result in faster power drain in the battery, and 

in some mid-configured devices the phone may lag in 

performance as a single heavy-weight application using all 

the available local resource. A possible solution is 

computation-offload to a cloud server, reducing the load on 

the local android system. This project is an application 

based implementation of computation offload for image 

processing android based application called Cloud Android 

Imager.  

In cloud android imager the image capturing and 

processing task in divided into two segments. The heavy-

weight computation/task and light-weight computation/task. 

The light-weight task is computed using the local resources 

where as the heavy-weight task is offloaded to cloud server, 

where it is processed, the result of the processing is sent 

back to the local system where the results of local and cloud 

computations are merged together and is rendered to the 

user.  

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The base of the project is Android OS. Android is a Linux-

based operating system designed for touch/normal screen 

mobile devices such as smart-phones and tablet computers. 

Initially, developed by Android Inc., which Google backed 

financially and later purchased in 2005. The first Android - 

powered phone was sold in October 2008. It is open source 

and Google releases the code under the Apache License. 

This open source code and permissive licensing allows the 

software to be freely modified and distributed by device 

manufacturers and enthusiast developers. The source code 

for Android is available under free and open source software 

licenses. Google publishes most of the code under the 

Apache License version 2.0. The Open Handset Alliance 

develops the changes to the Linux kernel, the rest of 

Android is developed in private by Google, with source 

code released publicly when a new version is released. 

Typically Google collaborates with a hardware 

manufacturer to produce a 'flagship' device featuring the 

new version of Android, then makes the source code 

available after that device has been released 

An Android system is a stack of software 

components. At the bottom of the stack is Linux (kernel 

version 2.6). This provides basic system functionality like 

process and memory management and security. Also, the 

kernel handles all the things such as network interface and a 

vast array of device drivers, which make it easy to interface 

to peripheral hardware. On top of Linux is a set of libraries, 

including bionic (the Google libc), media support for audio 

and video, graphics (OpenGL ES), support for browsers 

(Webkit), and a lightweight database, SQLite [4]. 

A key component of an Android system is the 

runtime engine – the Dalvik Virtual Machine (DVM). It was 

designed specifically for Android and is optimized in two 

ways. It is designed to be instantiated multiple times – each 

application has its own private copy running in a Linux 

process. The DVM makes full use of Linux for memory 

management and multi-threading, which is intrinsic in the 

Java language. The Application Framework provides many 

higher-level services to applications in the form of Java 

classes. This will vary in its facilities from one 

implementation to another[2][4]. 

Another important aspect of our work is the cloud. 

Cloud computing is rapidly emerging as a new paradigm for 
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delivering computing as a utility [6]. It allows leasing of IT 

capabilities whether they are infrastructure, platform, or 

software applications as services on subscription oriented 

services in a pay-as-you-go model. Its foundation is based 

on various developments in IT during the last thirty to forty 

years. As fresh ideas and technology advancement have 

made it all the more striking and appealing during the 

Internet age, the way consumers consume and technology 

enablers deliver solutions has evolved. With a trend towards 

Cloud based model, the power is shifted to consumers. They 

have access to more compute power and to new 

applications, at an alluring price, as well as they enjoy the 

advantages of a self-service and self managed environment 

[5]. 

Cloud computing offers elasticity and seamless 

scalability of computing resources that are provided to end 

users as a service through Internet. Cloud computing helps 

enterprises improve the creation and delivery of IT solutions 

by providing them with cost effective and flexible access to 

its services. 

The fundamental key aspect of the project is 

computation offload over cloud. Advancements in 

computing technology have expanded the usage of 

computers from desktops and mainframes to a wide range of 

mobile and embedded applications, including surveillance, 

environmental sensing, GPS navigation, mobile phones, 

autonomous robots, etc. Many of these applications run on 

systems with limited resources. For example, mobile phones 

are battery powered. Environmental sensors have small 

physical sizes, slow processors, and small amounts of 

storage. Most of these applications use wireless networks 

and their bandwidths are orders-of-magnitude lower than 

wired networks. Meanwhile, increasingly complex programs 

are running on these systems—for example, video 

processing on mobile phones and object recognition on 

mobile robots. Thus there is an increasing gap between the 

demand for complex programs and the availability of 

limited resources. Off loading is a solution to augment these 

mobile systems’ capabilities by migrating computation to 

more resourceful computers (i.e., servers). This is different 

from the traditional client-server architecture, where a thin 

client always migrates computation to a server. Computation 

offloading is also different from the migration model used in 

multiprocessor systems and grid computing, where a process 

may be migrated for load balancing. The key difference is 

that computation offloading migrates programs to servers 

outside of the users’ immediate computing environment; 

process migration for grid computing typically occurs from 

one computer to another within the same computing 

environment, i.e., the grid. Offloading is in principle similar 

to efforts like SETI@home [7], where requests are sent to 

surrogates for performing computation. The difference is 

that SETI@home is a large scale distributed computing 

effort involving several thousands of users, whereas 

offloading is typically used to augment the computational 

capability of a resource constrained device for a single user. 

The terms “cyber foraging” and “surrogate computing” are 

also used to describe computation offloading. In this paper, 

we use the above terms interchangeably [1]. 

The technique adopted for this project is 

Computation Offload to Cloud using AOP simply known as 

COCA. This is basically a framework which offloads 

computation from smart-phones to the cloud using AOP. 

Currently, COCA works for Java applications running on 

Android, but in principle, it can be extended to any other 

programming systems where there is AOP support. COCA 

works at the source level, while previous works in the 

literature work at the binary level, mostly based on 

techniques that alter or rewrite part of the application binary 

code. The binary level approaches have a very attractive 

feature: the offload can be made transparent to the 

application programmers and the users. Therefore, it can 

work with existing, unmodified applications without 

needing their source code. The offload framework simply 

does all the work under the rug [8]. 

In application development using COCA we do not 

need to modify the application binary code nor the original 

source code. Instead, COCA allows the application 

programmer to choose which target objects or functions to 

offload. Alternatively, this choice can be made 

automatically based on the result of static and dynamic 

profiling without human intervention. By using AOP, 

COCA automatically generates and recompiles the 

corresponding source code into the remote modules to be 

offloaded to the server, in addition to the local modules to 

be installed and run on the smart-phone. After build 

succeeds, the user registers the remote modules to his or her 

cloud account, and then he or she can immediately leverage 

cloud computing to enhance the software performance 

[8][9]. 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Android operating system is a stack of software 

components. Main components of Android Operating 

system Architecture or Software Stack are Linux kernel, 

native libraries, Android Runtime, Application Framework 

and Applications. 

A. Linux Kernel: 

Linux Kernel (Linux 2.6) is the bottom-most layer of the 

software stack. The whole Android Operating System (OS) 

is built on this layer with little changes made by the Google. 

Like any other main OS it provides the following 

functionalities: Process management, Memory Management, 

device management (ex. camera, keypad, display etc). 

Android operating system interacts with the hardware of the 

device with this layer. This layer also contains many 

important hardware device drivers. Linux kernel is also 

responsible for managing virtual memory, networking, 

drivers, and power management. 

B. Native Libraries Layer: 

On the top of the Linux Kernel layer is Android's native 

libraries. This layer enables the device to handle different 

types of data. Data is specific to hardware. All these 

libraries are written in C or C++ language. These libraries 

are called through java interface. Some important native 

libraries are: Surface Manager: it is used to manage display 

of device. Surface Manager used for composing windows on 

the screen. SQLite: SQLite is the database used in android 

for data storage. It is relational database and available to all 

applications. WebKit: It is the browser engine used to 

display HTML content. Media framework: Media 

framework provides playbacks and recording of various 
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audio, video and picture formats. (for example MP3, AAC, 

AMR, JPG, MPEG4, H.264, and PNG). Free Type: Bitmap 

and Font Rendering. OpenGL | ES: Used to render 2D or 3D 

graphics content to the screen. libc: It contains System 

related C libraries. 

C. Android Runtime: 

Android Runtime consists of Dalvik Virtual machine and 

Core Java libraries. It is located on the same level as the 

library layer. Dalvik Virtual Machine is a type of Java 

Virtual Machine used for running applications on Android 

device. The Dalvik VM enables every Android application 

to run in its own process, with its own instance of the Dalvik 

virtual machine. The Dalvik VM allows multiple instance of 

Virtual machine to be created simultaneously providing 

security, isolation, memory management and threading 

support. Unlike Java VM which is process-based, Dalvik 

Virtual Machine is register-base. Dalvik Virtual Machine 

run .dex files which are created from .class file by dx tool. 

dx tool is included in Android SDK. DVM is optimized for 

low processing power and low memory environments. DVM 

is developed by Dan Bornstein from Google 

D. Application Framework: 

The Application Framework layer provides many higher-

level services or major APIs to applications in the form of 

Java classes. Application developers are allowed to make 

use of these services in their applications. These are the 

blocks with which developer's applications directly interact. 

Important blocks of Application framework are: Activity 

Manager: It manages the life cycle of applications. Content 

Providers: It is used to manage the data sharing between 

applications, manages how to access data from other 

applications. Telephony Manager: it manages all voice call 

related functionalities. Location Manager: It is used for 

Location management, using GPS or cell tower. Resource 

Manager: Manage the various types of resources used in 

Application. 

In the conventional android based smart-phones the 

most advanced android based smart-phones today have a 

processor (SoC) clocked at around 2 to 2.5GHz with RAM 

ranging between 2 to 3 GB where as a mid-range or start-up 

range android device will have a processor which is in most 

cases dual-core will be clocked between 1 to 1.5GHz. For 

application running on this configuration in Android 

platform, these resources are shared among all the existing 

(running) applications based on the profile of the 

application. The android system can force close the 

application implicitly or may prompt the user if the available 

resources are not adequate for the computations related to 

that application. Conventional scheduling methods like cfq, 

priority scheduling etc, re used for scheduling the processing 

of applications. 

Some of the major limitations of the existing 

system based android applications are enlisted below: 

 The available RAM, SoC (Source On Chip) and 

system software resources are not adequate to run 

complex system computation like compiling, 

debugging or any other development related processes 

or heavy graphics related processing on a mid range 

android based devices. 

 Even though latest versions of android like 4.0 and 

beyond supports multi-tasking, only a limited number 

of applications can run simultaneously on mid-range 

android based devices. 

 Excessive/prolonged use/running of large applications 

which requires a large portion of the local resources 

may reduce the life expectancy of the hardware and 

may drain the battery power early. In most cases the 

device may heat-up drastically. 

 A common problem in mid-range android devices if 

the processor is over-loaded even by a single large 

application is lagging. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The Cloud Android Imager is an application-based 

implementation of computation-offload over cloud in 

android for image processing android application. 

A system block representation of the project Cloud 

Android Imager - an android based image processing 

application is shown in the figure 1. The first component is 

the login/registration. If the user is using the android 

application for the first time in his/her phone then he/she 

must register by providing their personal details, later 

generating a unique user_id and Password. Once the user_id 

is created the application then registers with the server by 

providing the generated user_id with the IEMI number of 

the android phone. After the registration the user can access 

the application by logging in to the application by providing 

the credentials.  

 
Fig. 1: System Block Representation 

The next component is Capture/Browse, here the 

user will select a image from the local gallery or capture an 

image using the camera, provide command required for 

transformations on the image by selecting predefined 

options. Then the transformation command plus the image is 

rendered to the application for processing.  

In the application transformation commands are 

divided into light weight & heavy weight. Light weight 

transformations like cropping and/or re-sizing the image are 

performed by crop/re-size component of the local android 

application. Whereas the heavy weight transformations are 
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offloaded to cloud-server & are transformed at transform 

image component. A copy of the transformed image is saved 

at a cloud repository and a user specific audit trail is 

maintained at the cloud server using the component 

Transformation log & repository. The transformed image is 

automatically sent to the registered android application. The 

application displays the transformed image to the user. The 

user is provided with an option either to save the image or 

discard it. 

The following are the features of the proposed 

system which helps overcome the issues or limitations in 

existing system: 

 Cloud android Imager is a lite-weight application and 

can be introduced in any version of android over 4.0. 

 Cloud Android Imager breaks-up a large application 

computations into sub-computations based on the 

complexities within the computation like large loops 

and complex branch instructions in a program. 

 The complex sub-computations are offloaded to cloud 

module whereas the lighter and simpler sub-

computations are computed using the local resources 

of the device. 

 The results of the complex sub computation, computed 

over cloud is sent back to the device and are merged 

with results obtained from the sub-computations 

computed over the local resources into a single result. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Performance and power conservation are the major 

constraints of any android application for a mobile device 

which every mobile application developers and hardware 

designers struggle to improve. Computation offload to 

cloud-server provides optimized resource utilization levels 

of mid-range android based mobile devices. As the load on 

the processor (SoC) is reduced, a slightly large number of 

applications than the usual can be processed on a general 

mobile processor and, also provides considerable amount 

power saving for the device without making any changes at 

the hardware level.  
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